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About This Game

Caveman Alive - is a very simple platformer with elements of survival. Imagine that you were the last of your tribe. Everywhere
are many enemies, thirsty for your death, and the main problem is hunger. One of your main tasks is picking up pieces of meat.

After you have collected all the pieces of meat on a level the door will open , passing through which, you will be taken to the
next level. Be careful on each level, a variety of traps is waiting for you. Act prudently and plan each step, cheat on monsters

and then it won't be difficult to easily overcome all the surprises that have been prepared for this game.
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Title: Caveman Alive
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Vyacheslav Shilikhin
Publisher:
Vyacheslav Shilikhin
Release Date: 7 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP\Vista\7\8

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 500MB

DirectX: Version 7.0

Storage: 170 MB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard and Mouse

English
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caveman alive. caveman found alive. caveman alive steam

Great Game. My wife and I love playing Hotseat. We're trying to get a hold of the board game now. Loved the art in the vn, love
it in here. I'm happy we were able to get a copy of it in English. I do wish that some of the little colored comics they gave us
were in English though.

Just leaving this here to show my support to the team at ALICE IN DISSONANCE. Looking forward to the next vn. :D

. If you like classic point & click adventures this game is not a bad purchase, especially if it's on sale.
Not among the best, but far from the worst of the genre, it's good for somewhere around 15 leisurely paced hours of
entertainment.

Most of the puzzles are fairly easy, and some bordering on trivial, but a few may cause some headscratching and the dreaded try
everything with everything else syndrome common to the genre. I only found one of them nonsensical enough to be really
frustrating however, as for the most part things made plausible sense.

Another common problem with this type of game is pixelhunting, when some utterly insignificant part of the screen happens to
contain an important hot-spot that is almost indistinguishable from it's surroundings. There a a couple of those in this game, like 
a small nail in a wall and a slightly irregular spot in the sand.
This is not a big deal though, because there is a hot-spot indicator in the game that you can turn on or off as you please.

Graphically I'd say it's atmospheric and nice looking, but nothing to write home about. Some animations look a little silly or
jerky from time to time, but there really isn't much movement going on aside from your charachter running around anyway, so
no biggie.

As for audio, there is sound, and there is also music, none of it terrible or out of place and none of it particularly good.
The voice acting is mostly low key and imo mediocre, but not bad.

The story and writing is ok if you don't expect too much from it. The greatest weakness, I think, is that the characters are flat,
predictable and uninteresting. Also, the ending is ridiculously underwhelming.

Now, looking at this review, one might think this game is mediocre at best. Well, it may not be a masterpiece, but I found my
playthrough enjoyable despite a few shortcomings. There are better games, yes, but there is also a ton of much worse ones. All
in all it beats watching TV and if you get it on sale i'ts well worth the money.. 4/10

Sorry, James, I can't play your game anymore.

In Sorry, James, you play as a man named James Garner. When the game begins, you're asked by your boss to decrypt some
files. You decrypt the files by completing puzzles that, as noted in the game's description, are initially similar to Minesweeper.
I'm not usually a big fan of puzzle games, but I do enjoy Minesweeper and thought that the salacious nature of the story would
keep me engaged. Completing puzzles reveals chat transcripts between a "woman" named Elisa and a man named Tom.
However, at least initially, you are only able to read Elisa's side of the conversation.

I loved the aesthetic of the game - the processing noises and mechanical keyboard clacks, and the dated desktop. I also enjoyed
the first two levels of puzzles (pt1.a and pt2.a). However, the puzzles ramp up considerably in complexity until they become
much more difficult than Minesweeper ever was. I found that after a while I just wasn't enjoying myself any more. I think that I
was under the impression that Sorry, James was primarily a compelling story that simply had a few puzzles to keep the player
engaged and pace the exposition. However, it's really a puzzle game at heart.

The story never grabbed me, and it didn't help that the English translation is very rough and the chats were sometimes
challenging to comprehend. It's pretty obvious that the game was not originally an English one. It would benefit the developer to
hire an English translator for the dialogue.

I think my error was that I thought I was buying a meta-level story with a few puzzles on the side, and it's really more of a puzzle
game with a meta-level story on the side. I feel that the strategy needed to complete the puzzles could be much clearer (I had to
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look up what multiple symbols indicated outside of the game), and the story could unfold quicker to justify the effort of solving
the more complicated puzzles.. Does not include any gear or cosmetics able to used by your OC.. Game stops being fun after a
while.
Bosses are rehashed versions of the boss you just faced only with more bullets.

Leveling up is a chore because you get very few XP for each battle.
I only gave it a recommend because I got it for $0.49.
Can't possibly expect more beyond that.

Had this game gave you +1 in XP everytime you died it would probably push others to keep on playing instead of deleting and
just moving on.

Not a terrbile or even a bad game, just far from good.
It's a decent 4/10 game.
. The Class 33 has been around for a while now on TS (Since August 2012) even though its showing its age its still a great
addition to your TS roster.
PROS:
- EWS, NSE, BR blue, BR green, Mainline grey, Dutch Grey liveries all fantastically produced.
- Adequate sounds.
- Wagon rake included.
CONS:
- Sounds are now a little dated.

Given that its a old model in account I give it 7\/10 (mainly for the liveries included)
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I just updated my review to positive, but with a more low neutral rating. (Odd reservations too.)

I bought the first Putrefaction game, for about £1 and loved it. (Even though it's only about 1.5 hours to complete.)

I bought P2: The Void Walker, for £3.74 as I just noticed and it was on sale. I was dubious about spending almost £4 initially,
only because P1 was short at about one hour's play. (P2 is probably about six hours max play including finding secrets.)

I iniitally gave a negative review because I found a game-breaking bug. It was in the area where your in a dark building with lots
of green light markings on the walls. ...However the developer asked me straight away, "Where was the bug?".......Then the
developer fixed it as soon as I said where. ... However the developer annoyed me by contacting regularly to retest the bug and
update review. Even befriending me on Steam. Then once I put a positive rating on the game, the developer ignored me. I
dropped the developer as a Steam friend.

OK Putrifaction 2 is quite short at about five hours. Yet so are some AAA titles that cost £35. Therefor I have no choice but to
offer now a positive review. P2 might no be AAA shiney. However but it's more than playable, and some areas are right on.

Some other things about P2 that seem like they should be fixed:

1. Mouse scroll should change weapons, because being forced to move hands to number keys, is risky under fire.
2. Enemies which appear to be not close enough, do damage, making it tricky to judge play sometimes. This is the animal type
enemies, like wolves.
3. There's a hard room near the end. You have to make a jump to get to an exit platform. I died so many times trying to make
that jump, forcing me to replay the whole room. (I had to google to find out if that actually was the way out, and if it could be
jumped.)
4. Earlier on, you are a slightly mazy area. You have to collect tablets. However it doesn't save when you return the tablets to
where they are supposed to be. It saves when you pick some of the tablets up. Meaning at one point I was repeatedly dying and
having to take a tablet and deliver it, then go on to the next. In a toughish game, in a mazy area, I was getting real mad when I
was dying and having to do it again. I almost went for refund at that point.
5. I can not beat the last boss on the difficulty that I played this game. Hard sort of setting I think.
6. It does someties feel generic. However there's enough to keep you going.. hentai <3

this game is literally my heart and soul. It aids the growth of my moist toenails.. I.. Used to play Playstation Home, Don't get me
wrong it was one of the best playstation games back in the day, it was like 1000 games in 1! millions of outfits, millions of
games, minigames you had so much to do and bore and loneliness was not even a option. Until...2015 came in. The game got
shut down and my heart for Playstation Died with it. I loved that game and millions did. The Re creation of this version is not
good, and many will agree with me. Some people will find it ok and im fine with that, But if you played Playstation home back
in the day and you want it back? You will know that the True Playstation Home is gone and that if there was a reborn version I
bet over 10 millions copies will be out in 1 month. Our beloved game is gone and a Re creation will never revive our memories.
If I had a company I would bring it back, and I know you would do the same. Playstation Home may be gone but its still in our
hearts and Minds

"There is no Place like home"

"Playstation Home is our only home"

"Home Sweet Home!"

You will only here this from the 1 and only
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2008 - 2015. Great game for its time but works horribly on win8.1 x64 and win 10, textures are bugged and some levels
impossible to complete. If you want it for the nostalgia then there is no reason not to get it, just be prepared for some bugs.. Lost
the motivation after two hours. There is no need to do anything else in this game then pushing a few buttons to earn money.
There is no reason to buy new machines, everything happens instantly. If you are using the machines it takes ages. All in all
there is no objective, no goal you want to achieve.. The idea wasn't that bad, unfortunately too much of the gameplay relied
purely on luck - i recall winning against top leaderboard players simply because i've got few lucky crate drops with nukes in
them. Eventually i got on top myself but then stop playing it all together. It wasn't very popular or frequently updated and it was
never properly balanced.

I suppose it could be fun if you got few friends that want to play it with good internet connection and low latency.. I have yet to
manually control my empire, however I've still enjoyed what I would feel is my money's worth. Interesting to watch empires
form/fall. Sandbox mode is neat.A couple handfuls of maps, scenarios, settings. Cool dev, took one of my suggestions and
implemented it into his dev build. He talks a lot in his discord too.

However, I don't get any sort of "goal" in this "spectator" mode. So I could see myself losing interest at least on continuing a
save. I really do not have that many complaints though, as it was only five bucks. I got much more than expected for the price. I
spend that much on my energy drinks at work.

overall, I reccomend.

discord: sudokek#1111
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